Guide to Writing and Shooting for Soldiers Magazine
PC Carrie Fotovich understands rejection.

An Army journalist currently assigned to U.S. Army Forces Command’s 14th Public Affairs Detachment, Fotovich has submitted countless articles to Soldiers — and she admits to becoming frustrated as the only reward for her efforts turned out to be a pile of rejection letters from the editors.

But as she developed her writing skills and learned the importance of graphic support for her articles, suddenly her material was being published and the editors were contacting her to request articles on specific subjects.

“It was difficult initially,” Fotovich said. “I really wanted my stories published in a widely-circulated publication. Now, I’ve learned what editors are looking for, and as a result I’m more often published. It’s very rewarding to see my stories in a publication and know they’re being read by soldiers and civilians throughout the Army.”

To improve her chances of being published, Fotovich also talks to editors to understand the publication’s audience and how she can tailor her work to fit their needs.

As for Soldiers, Fotovich knows the magazine’s editors will work with her as they do with all writers to develop good ideas into usable stories.

As editors, our first piece of advice to anyone with a good story is “contact your local public affairs office, where you can get help developing, refining and clearing your manuscripts before mailing them to us for consideration.”

In fact we require that you get PAO clearance for all stories that deal with unit activities or policy. Another reason to start with your PAO is because the editor of your post or unit newspaper may want to publish your...
The next step is to begin researching the subject. If you’re writing about an exercise or event, of course, this means being there to interview participants and observe the activity.

But another part of research is knowing the publication and audience you’re writing for. If that happens to be Soldiers, take time to read the entire magazine.

Notice that we rely heavily on photographs and descriptive captions. Look for literary style, subject matter and length of articles.

Especially study lead sentences and how stories are structured. Notice how some writers have pulled essential information from the main text to create shorter “boxed” pieces that are used to catch the reader’s eye or make that information easier to find.

And notice that story length is actually very short: 600 to 1,200 words for most features.

Another important fact to remember about Soldiers is that the story you write today probably won’t appear in the magazine for at least three months. So go back to your purpose statement and ask yourself if that message will still interest readers several months down the road.

The best articles are those that go through a rigorous rewrite, a process that requires distance and objectivity. By setting the manuscript aside for several days before rewriting, you achieve a little of both.

But by working with your PAO, you not only receive the benefit of a totally objective evaluation, you can also offer the story for use in the post newspaper.

The PAO can also work the manuscript through the chain of command if there is a question about policy or security.

Before mailing the manuscript to Soldiers, take time to properly package it. Begin with photos, making sure that each one has a complete caption that includes the photographer’s name and rank.

Provide a hard copy of the text, plus a copy on disk in text-only or Microsoft Word format. Include a submission letter that contains your name, rank, duty position, an address and a phone number where we can call to verify facts or sources.

If you’re going to vary from this package, or if you have questions, call the editors for assistance. This is especially true when you have to send stories and photos electronically.

Finally, continue to communicate with us. While we try to close the loop on every story we receive, two-way communication eliminates misunderstandings and clears barriers to speedier publication.
Training stories are first considered for use in our Postmarks department but are sometimes used as features. Feature material generally focuses more on unit missions or topics dealing with Army initiatives or policies. When a message can be told with few words, emphasized by dynamic photos, consider working with us to develop a centerspread pullout.

Stories that contain minimal text and strong photographs are extremely versatile because they can be used in departments or be redesigned as short features.
Unit profiles are good candidates for publication because they are not time-sensitive. Other subjects in this category are stories about missions and activities at Army schools and installations.

Photographs with strong leading lines and unusual angles draw readers into the story and communicate a message of their own.

Stories focusing on Army history are often difficult to illustrate. Be sure to provide the best quality photos and graphics. It also helps to send these stories early to support specific events, in this case Veterans Day.

We’re looking for stories on a large number of topics, including community support, quality-of-life issues, local environmental efforts, health and fitness, and much more.
September 2000
Pages 32-33

Tightly written stories with a single good photo are excellent candidates for one of our departments. Most stories chosen for features are only slightly longer than department stories, but are distinguished by their subject matter or quality of photo support.

December 2000
Pages 26-27

Many seasonal or dated events, such as this annual winter carnival, are old news before they can be published in Soldiers. One way to overcome this disadvantage is to focus the story on next year’s activities and submit your story early enough to act as an announcement of the coming event.

July 2000
Pages 36-37

Many post newspapers run photo features, but few editors forward those features for use in Soldiers. These dynamic photos are not only good candidates for our Sharp Shooters department, but also help support the “This Is Our Army” section of The Soldiers Almanac.
A WELL-written story will communicate your message, but only if someone reads it. Photographs (or occasionally good supporting art) are as important as the words you write, because they attract the reader’s attention to the story. They also reinforce the information contained in your story, and often tell a story of their own.

Your ability to provide good visual support is as important as your talent as a writer. Please note, however, that we didn’t say anything about your ability to take pictures. What’s most important is being able to imagine what visual elements will support your story and to know how to get them.

When thinking of visual support for your story, remember the following rules.

- **Think Action**
  The attention-getters are always the ones that tell a story on their own.

- **Think Vertical as well as horizontal**
  You have to include horizontal shots, but remember that vertical photographs provide variety, and they’re generally more forceful. They’re also more likely to be used on the cover.

- **Think Variety**
  Select photos that indicate movement. Select photos that show the subject from the left and right, at high and low angles, in close-ups and at a distance.

- **Think Other Than Photos**
  A photo is usually best. But text can be broken into smaller pieces to run as attention-getting elements that provide essential information.

- **The Rule of Thirds**
  The exact center of a photograph normally is the least effective position for a subject. Picture impact is greater if the subject clearly dominates the photograph and is connected to its environment. In short, stay close to your subject but give it “room to move” in the frame.

- **Leading Lines**
  These are the lines of force that direct the viewer to the subject. Leading lines also communicate a mood. Horizontal lines put us to sleep. Vertical lines indicate strength. Diagonal lines create a feeling of movement. Curved lines create depth.

- **Shadows**
  Because military personnel wear headgear during most outdoor activities, too often their eyes or other features are lost in shadows. Use fill flash to bring out details or select photos that make the subject easily recognizable.

- **Distracters**
  Examine photographs for often-missed details: soda cans near the subject, leading lines that carry the viewer away from the action, distracting elements in the background, or flying aircraft whose rotors or propellers are standing still.

- **Uniform Violations**
  The photos you release are a reflection on your unit. If a good photograph illustrates a point, we may miss or disregard uniform or procedure errors in our enthusiasm to catch the reader’s eye.

---

**Tips for Photo Success**

MORE than half the photos we receive each year never make it to the final selection process, mostly for avoidable reasons. Follow these simple tips to be sure your photos have the best chance of being selected.

1. Check closely to be sure your photos don’t show obvious uniform or safety violations.

2. Identify people in each photo by full name, rank and correct unit designation; and provide a means of contacting you if we have any questions about the information you’ve sent.

3. Don’t send snapshots of people staring into the camera. Candid photos are usually better.

4. Send only quality images: No Polaroids; no out-of-focus, discolored or torn images; and no prints from digital images.

5. Don’t write on the back of your prints, because this may damage the images. Also, avoid using staples, paper clips or tape unless tape is secured on photos.

6. Protect your images. Use cardboard to reinforce your package before you mail.

7. If you plan to send digital images, follow the guidelines on the back cover or go to Soldiers Online at www.soldiersmagazine.com.
Be a part of your magazine

Every year our almanac issue highlights “This is our Army,” a photo feature that tells the Army story through the eyes of soldiers, family and friends. We’re already planning our next almanac and once again need your help.

When sending photos to Soldiers, our first choices are color prints or slides. They don’t have to be fancy 8x10 prints — regular 4x6 prints will do.

If you are sending us digital images, ensure they are taken at a very high resolution — minimum is 5x7 at 300 dpi. Please do not download a digital image shot at a low resolution and then later attempt to “beef-up” the image to 300 dpi. Whenever possible, download the images you shoot and save them without manipulating the data (this is the raw data). Let our art department take care of that.

Please do not e-mail digital images. The best way to send them is on a 100 or 250 MB Zip disk or CD in jpg format. Along with the prints or slides, all images should be sent to:

Soldiers;  
ATTN: Photo Editor;  
9325 Gunston Rd., Suite S-108;  
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-8851.

Finally, think long shot, medium shot, close up and extreme close-up. Have fun and remember this is "your" magazine — be a part of it.